FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STAR Adult Literacy Program Offers Training for New Volunteer Literacy Tutors

The STAR Adult Literacy Program is in need of volunteers to tutor adults who are learning to read, working to improve math skills or who are learning English as a second language. Daytime, evening and weekend tutors are needed. You do not need to speak a foreign language or have a teaching degree to become a volunteer. Tutors are expected to volunteer for one or two tutoring sessions a week. Sessions generally run for 1-2 hours. Tutors work with individuals or with small groups of students. All tutoring takes place in public locations. STAR Literacy provides instructional support and materials for all tutors.

STAR Adult Literacy will begin its next tutor training sessions on Saturday, September 14, 2019 from 9:00 am – 4:00 pm at the McLean County Health Department Building, Room 323 at 200 West Front Street in Bloomington. For additional information on becoming a volunteer or to register for the volunteer training session, call 834-9222, or e-mail rlandryroe17@gmail.com.

This project was made possible by a grant awarded by the Illinois State Library (ISL), a Division of the Office of Secretary of State, using state funds designated for literacy.